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Booker P.l ans to round up
D.C. Congress candidates
by Theola M iller

+

•

Booker
R~ _:nald H. Booker, Ct.airman
of the \Vashington Area Construction Industry Task Force bas
decided to ·•round up" all annoWlced B1ack candidates
for the
,
District's non-voting seat in Congress.
Booker termed the entry of so
many Black candidates (about 30
latest figure) as 11 polltlcal suicide.'' In a press statement, he
brought out that the large number
of candidates
from the Black
com 7limity would only serve to
divide the com111unity and split the
Black vote, thus increasing the
chances for an enemy of the Black
community to win.
In the upcoming meeting of the
delegates, the discussion is to
b~ic?Jly center around each candidate ·s objective for running, his
record of accomplishments in the
Black com7tw1ity, his views of
the non-delegate race, and what
he personally hopes to accomplish. Information from this
discussion will be distributed to
the community. !\Ir. Bookerfeels
that the Black community should
be fully aware of whom they
vote for - if they choose to vote.

He added that Blacks, which
are 75% of the D.C. population,
should be able to influence political decisions which illect
them. "The Black community
should be involved, if possible,
in the influence and input of
political campaigns, " he states.
Booker believes that Black
people
should support independent political forces and
parties and not feel that they
owe allegiencc to the tradition::U
political parties who often betra) Black people. Describing
his idea of an independent Black
party, he said, "Any independent Bl3ck political party inside
of the U.S. should have as its
priority to educate our people to
understand that we are an African people and also organize our
people to act on a collective
basis to influence U.S. pollc)
tow'l.rds Alri<' a. Black peopl P
should relate to Africa on an
economic, cultural, and spiritual
basis ." He also observed how
the Jews and Italians have organized to influence U.S. policy towards Israel and Italy.
In spite of his convictions that
Black people should be able to
influence the political machinery, he attributes the non-voting
delegate to "the racist elements
in Congress' political trick bag "
who aim to confuse and blind
the Black community into thinking
that the non-voting delegate is
the solution to total self-determination for the Black majority
in the District. On the other hand,
he expressed the importance of
Black people giving experience
in political organization and
keeping aware of a system designed not to service their needs
but to keep them in bondage.

Blues organizer explains
presence of white fans
By Fear! Stewart

•

Top per Car::\\
Colin "Top~er" Carew, .J1rector of the New Thing, and organizer of last weekend' s Blues
Festival, commented in a HILLTOP interview on the controversy
that surroWlds the event, be~ause
of the overwhelming number of
whites that attended.
According to Carew, much of
the blame lies with Howard's
admtnlstration and student government, He said that the 11promise of money" from the student government, made verbally
before summer, led his organiz-

\

ation into believing that they
would receive $15,000. However,
weeks prior to the Festival,
Carew said that this agre ement
was renigged upon.
" We started selling tickets by
mall," Carew stated, " in order
to make up the money. " It was
this action, pri marily, that . resulted in so many tickets being
sold ·to whites. ' 1 We still lost
$15,000--exactly the amount promised us.''
Car ew also made it cl~r ~hat
he "got no co-operationrrom
the administration." He exemplified thei r attitude toward the
affair, stating, "Cheek sent us a
note saying 'I hope you have luck
with your jazz festival." '
The yoWlg c.ommunlty org .....
er-expressed disappointment with
the way the administr ation responded to hls requests to alleviate the problem, before the Festival opened, and while it was in
progress.
"We begged and pleaded with
the administration to give us a
bigger place--or Just to let the
people in." He explained that
(Continued on Page 5)
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The Student Association " Watchdog Committee 1 ' was commissioned by the Senate of the Association on November 2, 1970
to investigate the r eport submitted by ~lr. Joel Mungo, Chairman of the Homecoming Steering
\
Committee. The following are
our findings:
,
A Page five(5) ofMr. Mungo's
report· itemizes the Pre-Dawn
Black Rock Expenditures:
1. The first item is the Chambers Brothers. The questions
we raise about this item are7
(a) \Vhat proof is there that the
Chambers Brothers received thE!
balance of their contract? The
contract price is $7 ,500.00.
, '); \Vile re did the balance com1~
from'.' The Watchdog Committee
f<'els that a comprehensive r eport
:,tating the total expenditures for
lnt• entire week of Homecoming
sl1ould be produced.
2. Item two (2) states that the
expenditure to Reflections lln11 mited amounted to $2,850.00.
, However, this figure exceeds the
reported cost of Reflections Unlimited by $1 ,61 2.00. The Committee has in its possession a
reP<>rt from John Smith, Director of Reflections Unlimited.
'which states that his total cost
was Sl ,238.00 and not $2, 850 .00
as reported by Mr. Mungo. The
above mentioned report was received by the HU3A executives
on ·1onday 1 October 2G, Hl70.
3. The third item states that
the <;oul Searchers received
$1,310.00. This amoWlt seems
far in excess of what this group
norrr all} receives for their performances. (This group received
only $!35.00 for the Ike & Tina
Turner show just four nights l.Jefore the Pre- Dawn show.)
1 here is no receipt of payment for this group jusl as there
are no receipts for the other
performers. The contract related
to this group and signed b~ '.\Ir.
'.\lungo is dated October 28, 1970,
(three days after the perfor-

\

•

Bill Cheatttm, Chaim1an.
Watchdog Comm.
mance).
4 . Hank \Vilson, who we understand is the agent for the
Intrepids and the Instant Groove
reportedly received $750.00 for
reasons unexp1 ained. 1t would
.
seem as thougn lhe agent t·ecezyed more monl:j thw the two
acts he promoted.
Items eight (.8) and nine (9J
deals with the cost of the Chamber's
Brothers
room and
limousine which totals $202.80.
Our main question is why wer e
these expenses absorbed when
there is noting in the contract
which says that these expenses
would be cover ed.
.
On one page of 1\1 r, .'.Vlungo' s
report, it is written that $51.00
was received for payment for
llmousine seryice. Once again,
this figu re does not coincide
with the figure on '.\1ungo's page
of expenditures.
On the expenditure page is
an item called miscellaneous,
which totals $12G.OO. ·where are
the rec e 1 pt s·~ What . was this
money used for?
'.\lungo reports thal a total of
2,-l l :- tickets were sold at the
Cramton Au•litorium box off1ce.
However, ~Ir . John Smith states
in his report that he sold a total
of 2,~00 tickets "?? And this figure

.

-

does not even take into account
the number of tickets sold at
tl}_e University Center ticket window on Friday of Homecoming
\Veek.
'.\Iungo further states that · ( I )
225 tickets were ''not returned
by people.'' \\lho were these
people and to whom were the)
responsible".' (2) 3fi0 tickets were
stolen from Samuel \Vallace (a
statement of this has been asked ,
of \Ir., \Vallace) and (3) there
were 70 '•Complimentary Tickets.'· Is there a list of this large
number of special guests'?
~Iungo's
sum total of tickets
comes to 3,2'l-1 1 however, our calculation of :\lungo's figures show
that he is off by 100 tickets
(2,415 - 225 - 285 - 3'l0 - 70)
- 3,354 anct not 3,254
Finally, on the expenditures
page, is the signature of Joel
l\lungo lmt t-.1ichael Bonner's
sig1.atur~ \vrus 'offflttea. 1\Hchael
Bonner allegedly handled the
finances.
b. Concerning the contracts
\, !•i 'h :-i re listed in '.\-lun{to's report· It 1 the recommendation
- of ihe "\Vatcnuog Comwittee•·
that in the figure, only the two
people bonded by the University
shall s~gn contracts . They are
the Vice President for Business '
and • Fiscal Affairs • and the
Purchasing· Agent of the University, The practice of indivicluals
not bonded by the University,
signing contracts should be ex pressly prohibited.
Except for the Chamllers
Brothers contract, al I of the contracts are dated after the event
and several contain only '.\Iun~o's
signature and not that of the
artist.
..
c. Pag·es 7 and 8 of ~lungo's
report llasirally is a reprocluc·tion 01 the report submittecl I \
:'1!1. John Smith, itemizin ~ l11s!'•
pron1otion an I unJer-prornotion
1Con11m11.:<l on

1'.1g~·

J1

•

--

Did he or didn't he? (See his report on page 2)
•
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Ev a.n g e I i s t

speaks
Tom Skinner, the nationally
known Black evangelist from
Harlem and author of "The
Church and the Black Revolution"
will have two representatives
from his crusade on campus
Wednesday, November 18 at 7:00
p.m. in Locke Hall (NB) Room
105. Brothers and sisters come
out and hear these two dynamic
brothers rap on "Redeemed in
Blackness'tand see the fil m entitled " What Went Down."

Scheduled
•
prog r ams 1n

Drew Hall
Sunday, November 15
6 p.m.
Concert: Music by the School
of Fine Arts of Howard University.
:Monday, November 16
8 p.m.
Film: "Dr. Leakey and The
Dawn of Man" (in color)
Tuesday, November 17
8,P. m.
Lecture: by Dr. w. Montague
Cobb, Distinguished Professor
of Anatomy and Physical Anth·opology, Howard Universit}
School of Medicine.

War on apathy

Homecoming Committee Report

A major effort will be made to
establish PROJ ECT ENRICHMENT ·which is a unique program
in that the tutors will use the
children's home as the center of
activity. This arrangement provides greater potential for constructive involvement with inner
city problems, and a better working relationship between child,
parent, and tutor.
If you are willing to get involved
and cor rect the inequalities that
exist in the inner- city come to
the following meeting:
Date
Wednesday, November
18, 1970
Time
5: 30 p. :n
Place
Youth Center (AdamsMorgan) 19th & T Sts.
(next to RAP house)
or call Mrs. Jackson, 462-6238

•
cl ass meeting

WOMB

•

Chairman J oel Mu ngo

Pre-Dawn Black Rock - Expen ditures
l. Chamber Brothers
(Batance)
2. Reflection Unlimi ted
3. Soul Searchers
4. Hank Wilson (Consultant)
5. Zulu Nation
6. lntrep1ds
7. I ristant Groove
8. Chambers' Room (Hilton)
9. Limousine Service

\

M iscel 1ancous

$3,750.00
2,850.00
1,350.00
750.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
142.80
60.00
9,502.80

•

$126.00

Tickets Sold
Cramton Aud. Box Office
i..
Total
Tickets not returned by people
Tickets not sold at box oll1ce
(returned)
Tickets stolen (from Samuel Wallace)
Compllmentary tickets
TOTAL

•

M<>nies

T1cl<ets

2,415

$9,660.00
•
S900.00

225
285
350
79
839

l,120.00
1,400.00
316.00

SUM TOTAL

The Senior Class executive
council will meet Tuesday, November 17, in Room 105 of the
New Building at 1:00 p.m.
The senior class will m~et
the following Thursday at the
same place and time.

3,254

$13,396.00 •

•

Signed
Joel Mungo

•

Fditor's note: This report was accompanied by signed contra cts and agreement~
between Mungo, Artists, and Reflect ions Unlld.
I

•

•

Wednesday, November 18
8 p.m.
·
Lecture: by Dr. Chike Onwuach1, Chairman of the Department of African 8tuc11es,
Howard University. " The African World by an Atrican Anthropologist.· '
Sunday, November 22
8 p.m.
Film:
"The Baboon Social
Or ganization" in color (very
entertaining).

LL

•

•

•

•

01n more to c ean u
the environment?

•

•

'

WOMB is a women's organization actively working towards
the
spiritual, mental, and
physical liberation of our people
through the Black woman. We
need strong, dedicated and willing s isters to help build a nation.
For information, please contact:
WOMB
911 W St., N,W.
Washington, D. C. 20001
462- 0960/829-0966

African students
Would you like to have a r e cording of your voice sent home
for rebroadcast on your local
r adio station at Christmas-t ime?
If so, r epresentatives of the Voice
of America will be on campus
to r ecord your Christmas message during the hours 2:00 5:00 p.m. on November 18,
19 and 20. There is no charge
for this service. For further
information please contact the
Office of Foreign Student Serv(ce, second floor, Admtnistratio!l Building.

Mail fo r
foreign studen ts
The Office of Foreign Student
Service 1s curr ently holdingover
fifty letters for foreign students.
Please check the list which is
available at the counter of the
Foreign Student Office, set.ond
floor of the Administration Building to see if correspondence
is being held for you.

Lost keys
The individual who lost a ring
of keys at American Universit; on Nove mber 10, call 2342734 .

How much can one com pany do
to clean up the environment?
Until the problems o f pollution
are under co ntrol-until i ts effects
are reversed-no company can eve r
be doing " enough.,.,
What follows is a listing of
things General Electric is doing to
ease environmental problem s.
So me are new. Some are as old as
twenty-five years .
Should we be doing more?
Yes, of co urse. Every company
sho uld. These are only a few of the
more important ones. But every day
sees us take more steps in many
more directions.
..,. General Electric is working
toward a process that will use
bacteria to convert garbage into a
high-protein food for cattle. One
possible answer to the mounting
garbag~problem .
,
..,. Modern, pollution-free mass transit
from General Electric is carrying
more and more commuters into cities
without their cars.
·
... GE pioneered the development of
nuclear power plan ts . A nuclear
plant makes electricity without
making smoke. While there is sti ll

the complete co rnbu stio n of many
types of solid waste. Comp lete
com!;> ustion drastically reduces th e
amount of leftover ash, as well as
virtually eliminating air pollutants.
The problems of the ~nviron 
ment are many. And some of the
solutions will be difficult and
costly. But, as you can see, we' re
working on them .

the problem of thermal effects, it's
being ta ckl ed on a site-by-si te basi s
and can be solved. But for now,
increasing demands for power can
be met wi thout an increasing
out put of air pollu tion.
..,. GE has developed a wastetrea tment unit to significantly
reduce the water pollution from
sh ips and boats.
111> We have been chosen by the
federal governmen t to solve the
problem of jet-en gi ne noise for the
aviation industry. Our pre.sent jet is
already quieter than those on the
passenger planes of the Sixties, and
yet it' s nearly three times as powerful.
..,. GE designed and built an
undersea habitat called " Tektite."
Several teams of scien tists have lived
in the habitat while studying coralecology and ocean pollu.tion.
..,. We're designing an earth-resources
satellite.which will be used for a
worldwide survey of the oceans.
A first step toward the ultimate
con trol of water pollution.
..,. Our newest jet airplane engine,
for the DC-10, is designed to be
sm_o ke-free. Of co~rse, there's n1ore
to Jet exhaust than iust smoke. And
our goa l is to one day make th em
run totally clean
..,. General Electri c 1nakes hightemperature vortex incinerators tor

Why a re we running this ad ?
We're running this ad, and
others like it, to tell you the things
Gene al Electri c is doing about the
probl ms of man and his
envir nment today.
he problems concern u~
because they concern you. V . e're a
business and you are po tential
customers and employees.
But there's ano th er, more
important reason. These problems
will affect the future of this country
and this planet. We have a stake in
that future. As businessmen. And,
si mply. as people .
\A.'e i nvite your con1men ts
Please vvrite to General Electric,
570 Lexington AvP. New York, N .Y.
·10022 .

) eef
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U~ll'/ERSl'fY

By Gwen Ross
spring--cessa·1 ne

~

"This administration is not
anti-faculty; to be pro-student'
,. does not mean that one ls antifaculty ••. The University has a
responsibility to its clients and
students are its chief clients."
President James Cheek made
these remarks Friday before a
special meeting of the faculty.
Classes had been suspended from
3:00 to 5:00 p.m. so that instructors could attend the session.
An estimated 300 faculty mem- ·
bers and a handful of students
listened attentively as Dr. Cheek
addressed himself to what he
termed "events occurring in the
land and those that should concern us."
He devoted his first comments
to student unrest and expressed
concern over the rampant campus violence of the past year.
Turning to Howard's ownlrregu-

t

t •
f

lar situation last
tion of classes for political workshops - Dr. Cheek stated that "I
don't condone any abuses that
might have occurred during that
period and I personally regret
any such incidents."
In view of the conflict that arose
among the faculty when classes
were susp.ended, Cheek urged the
"practice of common respect...
a respect for each others' views
and opinions."
On the issue of faculty-student
relationships, the President asserted that all members of the
University community should be
pro-student. "The interests of.
students are not mutually exclusive from those of the faculty.
I consider them one and the
same."
Observing that an atmosphere
of warfai:e prevails between students and instructors, he called
on both factions to "recognize
the essential ingredients in the
enterprise of learning."
"This University is a victim
of racism, · not a creator or
condoner," Dr. Cheek declared
in countering the frequent charge
that Howard is a racist institution. Continuing, he said, "Let
us understand that under no cir.cumstances does there exist
Black racism. I know of no situation" where Blacks systematically
oppress whites."

and revealed that he had · to adjust to some "circumstances that
I could have never envisioned."
Predicting that some -of the
roughest times were yet to come,
Dr. Cheek appealed to the faculty for support. "I believe deeply 1n what the University can be, ••
I value highly the role of the
faculty, Let us regard ourselves
as partners in a common enterprise; if we labor together this
year, I am convinced that we
can accomplish the purposes for
which we have been brought together in this place."

Student
stabbed
One Howard student was hospitalized .and another was arrested as a result of an argument culminating in a knlfing at
Meridian HUI last Friday night.
The inured student, a resident
of Cook Hall, was treated at
Freedmens Hospital for a neck
wound and released. The other
brother, a Meredian Hill resident was later released from
jail.

"We're not looking for an exc~e to whip heads but we are
afraid that one of us will get
hurt or we may have to hurt
someone else." stated Lloyd H.
Lacy, Security Supervisor, in an
interview concerning the recent
ban on concerts and dances.
The guards tend to place joint
responsibility for the recent disturbances, and those in the past,
on the Administration, the sponsoring organization, the students
and the guards themselves. According to Lacy, "The recent disturbances are a result of the failure of the Ad.ministration, the
guards, the students, and the
sponsoring organizations to carry out their responsibilities toward making such activities successful." He felt that the dls-

Sgt. Sumuel Singleton

Kappas rally
•
in defense
of Angel.a
by Gayle Pollard

''Rise up and do whatever ls
necessary to free Angela Davis.
At this time, we must not fail
her." This declaration came
from Sister Yok1, a Black Panther
Party member, when she spoke
at last Friday's Defense Fund
Rally for Angela Davis.
A crowd of approximately 300
persons gathered in front of
Douglas Hall to listen to speakers
and make contributions to the
Black activist's defense.
11 The rally ls to start a fund
for bail in order to post bond
for Angela Davis, a true Black
woman," explained Ronald Gilchrist, a law student and member
of the sponsoring Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity. "We need to sl:fow
Black people can do something for ..
themselves. We have to get adefense fund for Black people ourselves."
Angela Davis is being held in
solitary confinement inNewYork
City awaitin~ extradition to stand
trial for hil t alleged connection
with a California courthouse
shootout that resulted in the
deaths of Jonathan Jackson, WilHam Christmas, James :-1cClaln,
and white fed eral Judge.
"The fun d for hail won •t stop
with Angela, I.mt ' t ·J·ill continue
to be a funct for Black political prisioners , ' ' insisted Rodney
Stevenson..
(Con ttnucd on

Pug~ 4)

•

by L inda Newton

turbances which preceded the
Chambers Brothers' Pre-Dawn
Concert as aJ>rime example of the
failure of each group to carry out
delegated responsibilities, 11 lf
the ticket takers had been
at their posts and on time, the
audience would've been seated and
the incident would not have occurred.''
According to Lacy the profiteering of sfudents is another
cause of the disturbances at these
events. He cited the fact that
"Students will purchase or somehow get a large block of tickets
and sell them in the community
at a hugh profit, When people
are sometimes turned away from

these events they get angry and
they have every right to do so."
Officer James Robertson feels
that the responsibilities of the
administration and.the guards coincide, He feels that, "The administration does not give enough
authority to the guards." The
university's restrtctions on the
guards has hindered their (the
guards) effectiveness. "We feel
that we have carried our share
of the responsibility for the conduct at these events and we have
carried the responsibilities of
others as well," stated Lacy.
The guards appear somewhat
divided over the necessity of the
(Continued on Page 9)

Dr. Wilson: man of the world
Howard University helped
"shape the v!sion of my life,"
commented Dr. Ernest Wilson,
Director of Foreign Students and
Foreign A!fairs for the University, when he was asked in a recent HILLTOP interview how he
felt about his job,
A graduate of Howard, Dr,
Wilson received his masters and
doctorate degrees from American University here in Washington. A native of Philadelphia he
began his career at Temple University and later transferred to
Howard to render his services
as director and llason of foreign
affairs. It was at Howard that
he was inspired to write by former Howard professor Sterling
Brown and was influenced by Leo
Hansberry, Alain Locke and
Helen Frazier to travel and extend himself to the people of the
world. Recently Dr. Wilson has
had some of his works published
by the Doubleday Company in The
Negro in America from 17671970, poetry selections by Langston Hughes and Arna Bontomps,
A person who has travelled
widely for the University and the

by Bette Baranco

state departmenf througtlSlaisbury, Rhodesia, Tanzania, Kenya
to the far east and throughout
Africa setting up pre-departure
stations and investigating and
evaluating available literature
about the U.S., Blacks in America and Howard University, Dr.
Wilson has been impressed with
the fact that many influential and
successful and international personalities are graduates of Howard.
Until last year Howard had the
largest percentage of foreign students on an American campus,
15% of its student population
ls foreign, while 35 to 40o/o of
these students are in major honor
societies. Howard University has
over 1700 f~reign students with
only two directors, Dr, Wilson
and Mr, Phillps, to assist them,
The students are from 83 different countries and are usually
older than the average American student, therefore they tend
to be more serious with more
definite ideas as to what they
want out of college and what ·
they plan to do with their knowledge.

jf c 'S
~

Les Gaines addresst!s crowd at Angela Davis rally

Watchdog
(Continued from Page 1)

costs of work done for the Homecoming Steering Committee for
the production, Pre- Dawn Black
Rock.
The major differences are as
follows: Phase I of Mr. Smith's
report lists an expenditure total
of $275.00 Phase II of Smith's
report totals $118,00 whereas
Mungo's report lists a total of
$188.00, Phase III from Smith's /
repart which according to his
figures should equal $112.00,
amounts to $1,572 on Mungo's~
report. Phase IV and v coincides,
but there rs a difference of $5.00
in the final phase.
The over-all total as reported
by Mr. Smith is $1,238
as
opposed to $2,853
stated and
I
signed by Joel Mungo.
D. Based on these preliminary
findings of so many distortions
and discrepencies in the report
submitted by Joel Mungo in connection with the Pre- Dawn Rock
Concert, the Watchdog Committee recommends the following:
1. That the report be rejected
2. That the HUS ASenate calls
upon the University administration to join them in a collective effort to pursue this matter
to a satisfactory conclusion in
the interest of restoring integrity
to the Association,
Respectfully submitted, ,
Watchdog Committee

.'
I

l

· Board plans
new dorm

Ill

,

1 5$

I

President conceded that
there is bigotry on the part of
Blacks, but he pointed out that
bigotry and racism are not the
same. "I don't support either,''
he said, adding that 11 We have
an obligation to erase them for
dignity, Wlderstanding, and respect." Cbeek labeled himself a
"militant" in the sense that he
intends to use all of his energies on behalf of Bla~ks and other
oppressed minorities. He was
quick to note, however, that "milltancy" does not mean violence.
"I don't advocate violence."
Contrary to reports that Howard is heading for a financial
crisis, the administrator reported that the University had
been able to balance its budget.
He observed that Howard, like
most other institutions, is experiencing the effects of an inflat1onary economy. Unlike them,
however, Howard has not found
it necessary to lay off any personnel or cut any of its pro-<
grams, Instead, it has been able '
to secure funds for increasing
salaries and initlating new programs. The administrator called
for restraint in spending, saying
that "If we are to be able to
respond to the demands of relevancy, we need to exercise prudence in spending,"
As he drew to a close, the
President reflected on the first
18 months of his administration

fJ.\CUt'fY
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Dr. Ernest Wilson
According to Dr, Wilson, some
of the problems of the department
are financial atd, acculturation,
helping students to understand
about visas, work permits, naturalization procedures and general
adjustment problems. The most
frequent problem is that of finance~ Although quite a few of
the students are from what would
be considered affluent families
in their countries, once their
wealth has been translated into
American monetary values there
is a definite financial gap. One
reason the department does not
receive as much money as 1 it
had been previously ls due to
the r hange in directions of organized charities, that is, they
have begun channeling their
money into the communities in
which they live or are surrounded
by.
Another major problem says
~1r, Wilson is cultural adjustment. First a new student must
want to identify as a "Howard
student" to become one,
"It is very important how they
feel here, what they do here, how
they are motivated; it determines

WASHINGTON, D. C. -- The
Board of Trustees of Howard
University has approved a plan
'\ for construction of a new dormitory complex which will accommodate 748 stu_dents. The approval of the plan as a basis
for further planning, was one of
several actions taken by the
Board during its meeting on October 27,
According to the planprepared
by the University's Building Program Office, the new complex
being constructed at the College
Street, Fourth Street, Bryant
Street site, will consist of four
units. The first unit is completed, and was placed in operation in September, 1969. Two
. units will be assigned to men
and will have a capacity of 400
students.
As a result of this plan, the
proposed
Men's
Dormitory
Building No. 4, which was to
have housed 400 students, will
not be constructed, The Board
decided that the site north of
the athletic field will be Wlassigned for the immediate future.
The Board of Trustees confirmed the rejectio11 of bids received for the construction of a
Physical Education Building for
Women. Instead, consideration
is to be given .to closer cooperation between the Men's and Women's Physical Education program, includin'g consideration of
a joint use of the facilities for
men by an addition to the existing Men's Building, Thus the
site of the proposed building for
women also was released,
Combining two projects, namely the General Library Expansion
and the Science Library, to form
a single project, the Board
selected the site east of Founders Library for its construction. The space not required immediately by these two functions
will be used for other educational activities which will be
phased out as library space requirements increase.
how they function and change
things when they return to
their countries/' Dr, Wilson
stated, He also mentioned that he
felt as 1f he was in a position
to help draw the eoples of the
world a little clo er.
Dr, Wilson 1 a member of
various univers1 councils and
state department
rds such as:
CEB (College En ance Examination Board),
terun1verslty
Council, the Foreign Students Advisory Council, African Graduates Council (AFGRAD). and
(Continued on Page S)
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Walter Fauntroy decides to run
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Rev. Fauntroy
"It's McMillan and Broyhill
and a few""t:ongressmen who get
fat filthy rich catering to people
in this commwlity who want to
control things for themselves •••
they're the enemy. I'm not going
to let anybody get me up to
fight Doug Moore or Channing
Phillips. "
So said Rev. Walter Fauntroy
while describing the type of campaign that he will wage in his
bid to become D.C. Delegate to
Congress during an exclusive interview with the HILLTOP.
When asked whether he, as the
Rev. Doug Moore, would pledge
primary allegiance to Black
people, Fauntroy replied, "That
ls my basic allegiance, there is
no question about that.'' He adde<t ••My basic assumption is that
white folks are in terrible trouble
1p this town, and until you deal
with Black folks, problem:; white
folks are unsafe, so I'm their
best friend too."
Reacting to recent articles
in the the white press which
im!>lY that there is little difference between his record and
that of Channing Phillips, Fautroy said " I get very anoyed
about that." He attributes the
implication to; "the abysmal
ignorance of white people in this
town about the Black corflmunity.,,

·

·

Outlining the highlights of his
record, Fauntroy recalled his
close association with the late
Dr. Martin Luther King. " I was
in on the planning of Birmingham that enabled us to use a
stupid white man like Bull Connor•• "
' 'I organized the Marc:h oo
Washington, and put together the
textbook for how to handle that
many people 1n this town.''
" ••• it was I who with Dr. King
planned the Selma move to make
a fool out of Jim Clark the same
way we made a fool of Bull
Connor."
"I lobbyied for S. C.L.C,
(Southern Christian Leadership
Conference) on the Hill to crank
out the Voting Rights Act and the
Civil Rights Act of 1964."
Fauntroy pointed out that he
was involved intheS, C. L.C. Poor
Peoples Campaign and also went
to South Carolina earlier this
.year to campaign against House
District Committee Chairman
John :rvtcMlllan.
In additioR to being Minister
of the New Bethel Baptist Church,
Fauntroy is founder and director of the Model Inner CityiCommunity Organization, Director of
the
Washington Bureau of
S.C.L.C., chairman of the board
of directors of the Martin Luther
King Memorial Center, and a
former Vice chairman of the D, c.
City Council.
Fauntroy attributed President
Cheek's endorsement of Channing
Phillips to "his lack of information."
Because of his connection with '
the national S.C. L. C voter registration drive, Fauntroy feels
that he will have power in Congress despite the non-voting nature of the post. He explained
that at least 40 Congressmen
that he knows of owe their election to Black voters andS .C. L.C,

Monday night the HUSA follies
continued with the same cirular
flow of proposals, motions, arguments, discussions and reports.
The Watchdog Committee,
commissioned by the Senate on
November 2, to investigate the
Homecoming funds, gave a report on Joel Mungo's expendtures. There were several discrepancies in the payment of the
entertainers. There were no contracts for some artist~, no receipts of monies paid, no signatures on the expenditure page
but those of Mungo and balances
of money paid from tqe Chamber's Brothers could not be
traced.
Mungo's account of 3,254
tickets was reported to be ott
by 100 tickets. Except for the
Chambers Brothers contract all
other contracts were dated three
or more days after the event,
containing again only the signature of Joel Mungo and not
of the artist.
The Association Unlimited received $1,238 instead of $2,850
reported by Mungo; the Reflections Unlimited was paid $2,850
which exceeds their cost by $1,612; $126 was stated as miscellaneous
with no receipts;
79 complimentary tickets were
issued without the acknowledgement of these people and
the Chambers Brothers received

Turning to international issues
Fauntroy pledged to work to "end
colonialism in Africa". He deplored European control of Al.rican reasources and urged Black
people to "have the sophistication to find out where American
policies are supporting racists
in African policies are supporting racists in ~rica, and from
our power base where Congressmen depend upon Black votes to
get elected say 'look man, when
that comes up you vote to free
Black folks 1n Africa.' "
Fauntroy has taken a strong
stand against discrimination in
the promotion of Federal employees. He stated that "people
should develope the issues and not
candidates'' and set up citizens task forces for that purpose.
~
Students interested in the
Fauntroy campaign can et more
information from Fauntroy Headquarters at 812 s st. N. w.
The Black Man's Development
Center of Washington is seeking
students from Howard to help
register potential voters for the
upcoming District elections.
Students w~shing to help should
contact tlie Development Center
219-5900

SECRETARY
Greenbelt and Lanham
Prestigious position available with leading data processing firm for
competent individual with 3 to 4 years of diversified secretarial,
experience. Must have excellent typing skills. Shorthand desirable.
This position offers exposure to the full range of secretarial duties
and warrants the attention of persons who would enjoy working
with senior managament complete with company benefits.
8 - 4:30

Hours
...

For Interview call 459-6420
Computing and Software, Inc.
7515 Annapolis Road
Suite 309
Hyattsville, Maryland

Davi·s rally
(Continued from Page 3)

else can I say:

that
when he does
something good
there is
a bad reason
for it

Other P residents of the United
States have bad odes penned t o
them, but none quite like these.
''THE NIXON POEMS are
poisoned arrows, leathered
with w it and right on target."
-

•

The circus again

by Reginald Hldebrand

,
MY: PREZ
'
of whom
.

•

MARYA MANNES

Dedicated to the Co nstitution
of the United States-and t o
the propositio n that the pen is
mightier than equal TV timeTHE NIXON POEMS is a
one-woman revolution against
the sensibilities of the man in
the White House (and· some
others who would like to be
there) and what ails our national character.

Campus leader Tony Stewart
urged students to contribute to
the fund saying that 11We must
show our support for her as a
campus. Words are beautiful but
deeds are divine."
"When we're asking you for
dust, remember that we' re doing
it to help you. If you get
busted," Gilchrist added.
Les Gaines, President of Student Bar Association, stated
in hls speech, "Angela Davis
has been convicted as a symbol
of our Black nation. The white
racist has tried for 400 years
to annihilate us but we have refused to die. We will become a
part of you in order to save you.
Help yourself out, we 1li save you
a llttle ·later on."
As some people were giving
money for the cause and more
were walking away, Gilchrist
said, "without your help, we fall.

by Brenda Goss

•

$202.80 for room and limousine

serivce which was not stated in
their contract. The Soul Searchers received $1,350 from the
Pre-Dawn S~ow, which also exceeds their cost considerably
and Hank Wilson received $750
for reasons unknown. The whereabouts of this money, the receipts, the contracts remains unknown, .
The Budget Committee allocated $13,310 to the Cultur?' Committee for activities throughout
the year.
A proposal to

increa.~e

the Or-

ganizational fund by $3,822.50,·
the balance of the o.c. Project's
$8,227.50 payroll, was made by
HUSA treasurer Sam Wallace.
To sponsor various activities
throughout the year, the International Club was allocated
$1,175 in support of half of its
total costs. The Senate also
passed a proposal that committee
chairmen receive a stipend of
approximately $125.
HUS A voted to pay half of the
$750 the Sigma Alpha Theta
Speech Society needs to attend a
conference in New York. The
money will cover travel and housing expenses for 20 students.
The Chess Club received $331
to sponsor four members to New
York for the Chess Tournament.
The Cardoza Group was given
$400 to help pay the balance. on
its trip to Nigeria this past summer.
Finally, the HUSA circus adjourned. All of the clowns and
performers had left earlier as
the meeting began to drag on and
on; even the three ring masters
and the den of lions (Senate)
s~emed to be quite restless. The
meeting ended, only to pick the
merry-go-round next Monday
night.
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"I didn't think there could be
anythin' new in anti-Nixon
jolces, but Eve Merriam· turns
the subject into very funny and
very painful little poems.''
-

NORMAN MAILER

byEve Merriam
T he

/nn~ r

author of
Cit y M other Goose

$4 .95 cloth~ $2.95 paperbound
Now at y our book store
,_

Employment Counselors
$9,277 to $11,262 You are
needed if you have a master's
degree in counseling or a
closely related field.
Training and experience
rating.

'

10% Discount for Howard Students.
_ ..... - - - - Convenient Budget Terms .

JEWEEERS

Apply now!
For information write
N. Y.S. Dept, of Civil Service
R-997J, Albany, N.Y . 12226

938 F ST. N. W.

I
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By Stan Ferdinand

The First Washington Blues
Festival began on a very remote
blues note. The African Heritage Dancers and Drummers
opened the much pub l i c i z e d
three-day blues fete.
The dancers hurled their bodies onto the stage to the superb
accompaniment of African percussion. They performed traditional West African dance rituals
with a fury that terrorized the
imagination of the predominantly
white audience.
The tension that had begun to
escalate earlier in anticipation
of the major Blues artists was
pushed even further by ~he next
two acts: The Soul Searchers,
rapidly becoming a Howard idiosyncrasy, followed with ·their hybrid sound. They perfermed in a
mode that swung creatively from
rhythm & blues through jazz
improvizations to simulate African beats.
Coming on stage next Bernice
Reagan, a sister from Atlanta,
caressed the hyper-active mood
left by the Soul Searchers. Her
Gospel/like "C.C. Ryder" was
a reminicing tribute to some
of the Blues' great.e st women.
At this point the white invasion had spread itself. over
every square- inch of Cram~on.
Consequently, this produced a
Black/white tension that lingered
precariously close to a ~on
trontation all night. It was furthe r
compounded by the large number
of Black people outside who could
not get-in.
When the curtains unfolded at
12 midnight to the sound of the
Muddy Waters Blues Band it was
exposed to the tumultous reaction of 1500 blues seekers. With
his highly electrified rhythm section Muddy delighted the crowd
with many blues classics including "Hoochie Coochie Man" and
"I've Got My Mojo Working".
However, the hi~hlight of this
evening's performance was •The

King of Chicago Blues' - - B. B.
King. Performing to the skillfUl
effects of his band the 'King'
ignited the feelings of the
audience with a number of his
popular hits.
The final note of this night's
show belonged to Riehle Havens.
His popularity among whites is so
freakish that an attempt to interview him backstage was obstructed. He opened with an attempt at philosophical jargon that
got hung-up, But he created a
powerfUl current by fusing his
blues with the folk ldiom then
switching to an up-tempo beat
that left the audience screaming...
The second phase of the festival was a concentration almost
exclusively to the rural style
of the blues. This mood started
with Furry Lewis a rural stylist
who reflected on the times he
played with Blues composer w. C.
Handy. Then as 1! South Side
Chicago had been superimposed
on the sta_ge J. B. Hutto and the
Hawks, a five piece band, created
an electrical tremor. Refiective
of West Side Chicago Luther
Allison followed and tore-up the
audience's emotions with his personalized singing and guitar playing,
The rural tempo of early evening was reinforced by Delta blues
singer Mississippi Fred !VlcDowell and six foot three Howlin 1
Wolf_ who used antics for adrted
effect. Also performing was the
Rev. Robert Wilkins, a former
blues singer who switched to
Gospel and Libba Cotton a 78
year-old Folk singer. Mrs. Cotton punctuated her dexterity on
the guitar with reflectlons on the
kind of experience that produced
the BLUES. Reflections that
should have caused the mostly
white audience to CHOKE on this
BLACK ART FOR?l-1.
The Gospel Choir had opened
the show with the explosive
creativity that ls typical ofthem.

•

The final night of the festival
experienced an opening return
trom The African Heritage
Dancers and Drummers. Following the dancers the Rural Blues
took center stage with such notables as Sleepy John Estes, John
Jackson, Arthur Big Boy Crudup,
and Mance Lipscomb,
Then in vivid contrast but related tonal colors the Urban Blues
was the central effect, The stars
in this idiom were two highiy
dynamic young artists-- Buddy
Guy and Junior Wells, After performing ~- a number of exciting
selection;s together they were
joined by Luther Allison, J.B.
Hutto, and Missippi Fred McDowell.
The 60 minute jam session
that followed this fusing of the
Rural and Urban styles left the
Blues vibrating in the minds and
emotions of the conspicuously few
Blacks who were there. White
response to Black Art is so weird
and contrived that it ls difficult
to describe.

Therefore, because the blues
ls Black Art beyond a certain
point it should do more t,han
entertain. The concrete truth of
the near capacity white audience
is that we (Blacks) are still
their entertainers. This naked
reality was even more evident
by the dominance of the press
pit by white cameramen with a
lot of help from their friends,
This exposed the serious technical gap that exists between Blacks and whites,
Its very important to recognize that the insane ~eaction of
whites to the Blues is no ·concidence, The Blues t~ · a painful
Black Experience ,if ,anyone was
really listening and 'therein l~es
its political impotence.
However, we need more Bl.u es
Festlv:i..ls and Black Art Fe$tivals because Black people need
to support their artists much
more. But we should only hav~
these events if we can be· our
own entertainers, audience,' .and
technfci~ . Reality- is a Bitch!.
Deal wlth it!

Carew explains

Wilson
- IConll nued fro m Pag..: 3)
many others which he teels are
" vehicles to ma.king the student
feel more at home while' here."
This year the International Club
is sending food baskets for needy
families to the community, . h1le
the Voice of Am9rca issenJi'l~
recordings of Christmas \ T1:1ssages from the Afriean s t1Jc.ents
here to their homes. ~utllough
there has been improvem ents in
relations among BliiCk ,• ·-~meri
can students and. f Ol\'eign stu. dents there is sUll a lot
more to be done. Dr. Wilson cogimented: "If on~ , PElrson
would just decide ~e day to.make
friend~ with a student lrom another land that v.!<>Ul-d be,,a,,step
in the right direction ill1<1 one
more problem solved,l' 1\1¥\ Wilson noted that one of d~ re&.sons
•
for the better rela~>if'o s '>11
{\mong
the students is due to.~h~ 'awareness ot " mutual coqcern for
mutual problems," " There is
still work to be done on both
••
sides, although there have been
improvements I am still not
satisifed but I have seen positive
reactions. ' '

tContinucd fro m Page I )

Vice President Anaerson would
not allow them to use the Men's
Gym because of the disturbances
that occurred during the Chambers Brothers' concert the previous week, resulting in a reluctance on the part of the security
guards to be present at such affairs.
Carew said that after seeing
the predominantly white audience
the first night, he planned to
have the remaining tickets sold
only to Howard students on the
next two nights. This amounted
to about two hundreds tickets for
each night. According to Carew,
this was done, although the whites
still far out- numbered the Blacks
in the audience. He further ex-

plained that the same method
had been tried on Friday night,
but "someon.e tola the people at
the box office to lock up the
tickets."
As a result of these problems,
Carew feels that great damage
has been done to his organization. "We're trying to build a
•
bridge between us and Howard
students, and the administration
is coming right between us.''
Although he did not receive
money that he said he was promised by the student government,
Carew said that he is aware of
the recent financial hassles, and
understands their reluctance to
get involved with the event. In
spite of this, he stated that~

the night of the Ike and Tf.na
Turner show he was promised
money, before witnesses, by
HUSA Cultural Committee Chairman Norman Reid, "A whole lot
of funny stuff is going on up there
with that money," Carew observed.
In order to make sure that Howard students •"understand our
commitment to them," Car~w
said that his organization plans
to do something especially for
the students in the near fUture.
"We started out on a good
mission, and ended up on a very
bad trip," Carew concluded.

•
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By Pam Preston, Linwood Wooldridge

P:u1l Preston
purpose of G RJPE is IQ provid e
fo r th e Howa rd University
commun ity a mechanism ·whereby
grievances can be acknowledged and
with the cooperatio n of o ther face ts
of th e Unive rs ity, a lleviated.
Resea rch on the grievances are
provided by the brothe rs of the
AJpha Phi Omega National Service
Fra ternity.
rJ1 c

'

Grievance: \Vhy is it that doors
locking automatically have not
been installed in Drew Hall? Each
time a resident exits , he is supposed to physically lock the
doors.
Reply: In response to your recent inquiry concerning the lock
system operative on the front
door of Drew Hall, please be
advised that steps have been taken
to address this situation. The
problem is basically one of how
changes may be made in the ex:..
isting lock mechanism to facilitate ingress and egress without
the necessity of replacing the
doors entirely, I have been advised by personnel in the Physical Plant Department r at the
solution is well in hand that
appropriate adjustments will be
made as soon as the necessary
parts arrive. (This reply was
submitted by Dr. Carl E. Anderson, Vice-President for Student
Affairs.)
Grievance: The bathrooms on this
campus ar e filthy! Usually toilet
paper is missing, urinals are unsanitary, etc. What can be done
to correct this s ituat!on?
Reply: The custodial program at
Howard University is undergoing
a revision to improve all services, including cleaning of bathrooms. Improvements have been
and are continuing to be noted.
(This reply was submitted by
:\Ir. A. C. Chalmers, Acting
Director of the Physical Plant
Department.)
GRIPE's Comment : It appears
ironic that all of the above stated
revisions of improvements have
yet to l>e noticed by the studentsif anything the s ituation seems to
be getting worse: Therefore, it
is suggested to the Acting Director of the Physical Plant that
he make a personal investigation of this matter at once by
going from toilet to toilet to
view this crisis first- hand'.:
Grieyance \Vhy is it that every
clock on this campus says a different time? How are we ever
supposed to know what time it
is "
'
Repl}-. Clocks are not on a master
system at Howard. Consequently,
some clocks may vary by a few
minutes . Our personnel re-set
clocks that cannot be reached
by persons in the area. Any
necessary adjustments should be
reported to the Physical Plant,
(This reply was submitted by Mr.
A. C. Chalmers, Acting Director
of the Physical Plant Department).
Grievance: Rumor has it that l\lr,
Johns (of the Office of Student
Life) set up a meetin& for a
certaln company with fraternities and sororities for a service
contribution. However, he only
invited Que Psi Phi to the meeting and they received the $5000.
Facts please??
Reply: The factual basis of the
rumor 1s false. I don't know
of nor I have been contacted by
any company offering sororities
and fraternities service contributions. (This reply was submitted by Mr. Vincent Johns,

Director of Student Activities).
Grieyapce: Why is it that Howard University does not have
enough concern for its students
to see that they have a decent
off-campus eating facility? The
fact is that all the restaurants
in the Georgia Avenue area have
a "D" rating which is the lowest
rating that the D. C. Health Department can give . In fact, why
can't Howard open its own restaurant instead of that facsimile
call ed the "Punch- out?" Don't
you care about us little ol ' students??
Reply: Dear Little 0 1' Student,
Yes, Howard University does
care about you. As a 1natter of
fact, it has an entire divis ion
dedicated to your interest outside its classrooms called
"Auxiliary Enterprises." In the
Divis ion of Auxiliary Enterprises
it provides the Department of
Food Services so that it is not
necessar y for you to patronize
a "Whole in the Wall/' with a
class "D" sanitary r ating,
Please note that the Department
of Food Services operates four
cafeterias and a snack bar to meet
you·r needs and pleasures. Because the campus is yoJ.1r home,
we concentrate our efforts in the
home. We consider it undesirable to E;!nterprise in the community, We feel that the University
should be relevant to the commun\ty and not in competition
with it. However, there are plans
for a first class restaurant in
the proposed Univer sity Center
Building. Until this facility is
completed, if the Snack Bar can
(('ontinut:d on Page 9)
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Son1e of the events of the past few weeks-the Blues Festival and the Ho1ncco1ning funds
fiasco--seen1 to boil down to a n1attcr of wh •) is to lie believed. In the case of the Festival,
Topper Carew, Dir~ctor of the Ne w Thing has been accused of catering to whites at a Blues
event held on a -Black ca1npus. However, Carew blames Howard' s administration and
student governn1ent for a lack of cooperation. In the case of Mungo and the money fro1n
the Ho1necon1ing concert. Bill Cheatan1's WL'ltchdog Co1n1nittee report ahnost completely
invalidates the expend~ture report prPsentcd last week to the HUSA Senate.
In both cases, who ~s telling the truth? It's unfortunate and discouraging that at Howard
University, the largest and n1ost progressive Black educational institution in th e natio n, we
have two events held within days of each o ther that result in chaos. confusio n, and th1!
presence of hordes of honkies on the campus.
What aggravates the situation is that each is.5ue is far fron1 being resolved . and fe\v people
see1n to be in the 1nood for straightening out the difficulties. Instead it has becon1c the
fashion to further fuck up what is already a bad situation. It looks as if we ca n no longer
look to HUSA for any sensible solutions. because, with the exception of Chea tan1 's
Com1ni ttee report, little is being done to rectifiy the corrupt s tate of the ca1npus. The
meetings continue to be a joke, with the biggest ca1npus clo\vns spreading 1nadness to the
supposedly intelligent s tudent leaders . spurred on by their chuckles and whisP.ers of
.. naughty, naughty ."
Meanwhile the student body watches Mungo cruise around in a yellow Jaguar , and
wonders .. Did he, or didn ' t he'!" And at the sa1ne tin1e Topper Carew and The N ~w Thing
have co1ne to be known as pig lovers.
The only solution th at the HILLTOP can offer is that both of th ese incidents be
investigated. until so1ne body's s tory can be believed. and that. in the n1eanti1nc we keep
· crying to make some 1neaningful progres.s. But who's to say \Ve \von ' t fu ck uµ ag::in '?

•

I
By Barbara Womack

"The New Thing hopes to explode the myth that young Blacks
reject the Blues. " The preceding statem ent was made by Top~
per Carew Thursday night :it The
First Washington Blues Festival
held in Cr amton Auditorium.
Un fortunate 1y,
Brother
Carew's festival did not explode
the myth of Blacks rejecting the
Blues, r ather, he exposed the
myth more. This time, young
Blacks cannot be blamed for not
attending this so-called Blues
festival, the blame lies with
Carew.
Given priority is the fact that
very few students on this campus
can afford $5.00 a night forthree
nights of Blues. If Car~w was
so anxious to "explode" this
myth, it seems that a student
r ate should have been allowed.
Secondly, those of us who are
involved in community activities
and those who are not, must
realize that Topper Carew has
a long history of 0 associating
himself with white hippie types.
There is a constant flow of white

i~s iuu !

It 1s Wlfortunate that Topper

people in and out of The New
Ttiing on 18th St. N. W. everyday
and all day. Yet, this is supposed
to be a Black-oriented organtza~
tion or so that 1s the inyth that
Washingtonians have been led to
believe.
It 1s no surprise to me that
the Blues Festival had an
audience predominantly composed of white hippies who sat
in Cramton and drank wine and
smoked reefer. Some of them
were barefooted and they all
looked unhealthy and wiclean. Any
Black person who stayed away did
himself a favor.
Cramton Auditorium was the
scene of a second Woodstock.
Ironically, whenever white folks
hear the word festival, they immediately think of · a Woodstock
type of happening, Consequently, Brother Car ew•s Blues Festival was nothing more than a
Pop Festival. The only difference
ls that this time, the honkies
kept their clothes on and there
·were no visible signs of fornication.

Carew who is the Director of
the New Thing and who is one ·
of this cities most successful
Black men could not see his way
clear to at least give Howard
students a discount. This would
have afforded us the chance to
hear and learn to ppreciate
some of the gr eatest Bl s artists
in the world.
Rhythm and Blues 1s a form
of music that has been ejected
by Blacks who consj.der themselves to be in the upper echelon
of society. They associate the
Blues with lower class Blacks.
Consequently, this belief 1s
passed on to their children. These
same children grew up with the
belief that the music of B. B.
King and El mo J ames 1s " Gul
Bucket" . They are taqght that
B.B. King's music 1s not as
moving, 1s not as m,glodic and
is not as proper as that of
Beethoven. Consequently, the
myth beg!ns ,
'.
I don't feel that young Blacks
really r eject the Blues, The pro-

~

Reggie McGee
layout Editor

Black heroes
On Wednesday we stopped our
normal academic activities to
honor those who have fought
battles for America. In February we will pause to honor the
memory of the father of the
country, G. Washington. In May
we will again officially cease
activity to honor those who have
made the supreme sacrific·e for
the stars and stripes.
January 15th and M'ay 19th
are . the birthdates . of Martin
Luther King and Malc~m x,
respectivel y, both of whom died
in the struggle to liber ate Black
people, According to the official
calendar, the University wiii
operate as usual on those days,
Why aren't there any days set
aside to honor Black people on
the University calendar? A perennial, unanswered question.
How can we conceive of eNen
going through the motions of
honoring those who fought to
'make the world safe for democracy' while the blood of our
forefathers , who fell for us who are us - goes unmemorialized,
If Strom Thurmound and company decided to pass a bill to
make it alright to take a day
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blem is that we have never had
the opportunity to really dig it and
know it to its fullest. The First
Washington Blues Festival could
have afforded us just such an
opportunity, but it didn't. The
opportunity was offered to young
whites who can afford $15.00
and who really couldn' t appreciate the Blues if it had been
mixed in with their daily Pablum.
Perhaps, next year'· this event
will become mor e Black. Perhaps
Topper Carew will lower the
rates for young Blacks, both
student and non- student. Perhaps, next year this event wlll
not be called a festival because
when white folks see the word
festival, they become provocative
and ecstatic.
The Blues is a form of music
which Black people developed as
a way of relieving the pressures of white society. It was
through singing the Blues that
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Did you /know~
By Robert Taylor

THAT according to Title II
of .the 1941 Emergency Detention Bill, generally known as the
McCarran Act, detention and concentration camps were established in America and the President was given the legal right
to i mprison without trial or
charges any person or group of
people he considered a threat
to the government. (Hitler did
it to the Jews, we wonder who
Nixon has in mind.)
THAT acccording to a well
documented government study,
Black people lost an estimated
three billion dollars last year as
a result of crime in their communities. This figure represents
ten per cent of the aggregate
income of Black families in 1969.
(Blacks bleeding Blacks).
THAT it has been projected
that within the next fifteen years
ten more major A"tnerican cities
will become predominately Black
but the tragic aspect of this is
that by the time Black people
gain political control of the cities
they would have decayed into poverty-strickened, destitute places
with no tax base (Newark, New
Jersey revisited, and some
people call it progress.)
THAT Africans in the oppressive, white- ruled nation of South
Africa are joining churches in
record numbers. Membership
has reached the three million
mark which is one third of the

<!·

population (turning their eyes
toward the 'pie in the sky • the
white man takes the riches and
gives the nigger the bible.)
THAT according to the recent
findings of a California historian there is substantial evidence
that African explorers landed
in America before Columbus (sail .
on, brothers).
THAT during the 1970 fiscal
year the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) paid out nearly
$57,000,000 to large white consulting ahd evaluating firms to
STUDY the problems of Black
and poor people (. .. and the rich
get richer off poverty.)
THAT a " negro" group of
Black people in Washington, D.C.
has formed a Black Silent ~1aj
ority Committee to in effect support the law and order policies
of Ricahrd Nixon and Spiro
Agnew. The group's founder, Clay
Claiborne, says he is concerned
about what ''white people think of
us." ( ... and Stokely Carmichael
said, "We must educate them, and
if they refuse to be educated, we
m:ist get rid of them.)
THAT the recent Blues Festival held here at Howard drew
more whites than Blacks, as
a matter of fact, the producer
of the show, Topper Carew, was
seen at the event arm- in-arm
with a white woman. (that's
a cultural revolutionary for you.)

Students! play with kids
Dear Editor:
0:1 Thursday Officer Thomas,
a mP.mber of \Vashington's ever
incr easing scooter patrol, took
time out from his duties of giving out parking tickets, checking with merchants about shoplifters, directing traffic, putting
the ar m on brothers in the dope
traffic, helping little old ladies
across the street and· whatever
else is "police business now ~
days" to play with som•~ little
brothers from the communit~.
Termite, Anthony, Golden, and
Rabbit from around 5th & Elm
Street N. W. came to Howard to
play some football. When they
goantd whehirlee Iit awma~.. raitboinugtth4eypa.mre.
"'
still playing. Every 10 m1nutes

or so ttiey stop playing because
of an argument of procedures,
then start playing again.
In this day of Howard students go~ng out into the community to become ·•meaningful ''
They seem to be over~ooking
segments of the community coming to Howard But maybe we
don't have the time to bother
with the small brothers because
of midterms, classes . bookin',
·
and all the "othel"'' meaningful
th~~ w~ ~ 0 ~~~a g~~~hers and
t
(f
1
s s ers or now you wear pants ·,.

0

roi)toc:o
g!to~l~t ~~~~~ ~~:;;~
you'" I say " ASK YOUR
it

MA!vlA!:" ·

Reply to critic of Ala. trip
Dear Editor:
(Re: letter "Rejected student criticizes Alabama trip" 11/6/70
Hilltop)
Dear Editor:
Just as I verbally ridiculed
Dwight Palmer, the author of
an editorial in last week's Hilltop, at a meeting before the
students . departed for Alabama,
I would like to continue the ar:..
gument, as he did, in the paper.
Flrst let's cla:r:ify something,
Dwight did not "voice (his) opionion at the meeting on how
(he) felt things were not going
exactly right"; rather, he insinuated that the rest of the students were going to bullshit, as
he termed it, but that he intended to get some work done.
The inference was that the other
students did not intend to do work.
His attitude resulted in hostility
from most of the students. This

(Second in a four-part series)
Given the Marxist-Leninist
stand of the Black Panther Party
and the fact that Algeria of all
places has kindly provided
asylum for the exiled Minister
of Information of the Party and
the Field Marshal, one would
expect the Party to be uncondltior;iall y on the side of the
struggling Palestinians who are
fighting a just war to regain
their land and properties seized
by the Zionists with the support
of the same r acist 1n1perialist
power structure of the US which
the Panthers claim to be fighting. But before dealing in some
detail with the Palestinian question and the official position of
the Black Panther Party, lets
take a look at the charge that
Brother Stokely is operating as
an agent of the C!II. A.
As a matter of fact, this hollow charge which has never been
substantiated is not a new theme
v. ith the Panthers. It is actuall y
a broken and scr atched record
that has been played over and
over again, starting with Eldridge Cleaver, Bobby Seale, then
David Hllliard, Masai and later
by all the rest of them who in
fact had no other alternative
as far as they remained members of the Party, but to carry
the refrain. Now, Brother Huey
has carried it a step fUrther
by charging that Brother Stokely
is in cahoots with his wife Sister
Miriam Makeba, who according
to him, is also an agent. The
Minister of Defense cops oul
however by adding in the very
next breath that "As I have
said before, we have no proof
but Stokely Carmic-hael's behaviour infers that he is an
agent.'' I guess one piece of the
evidence the Panthers want to
tell the world they have against
Brother Stokely ls that he al-

lnef fective leadl!,.ship ·
Dear Editor,
Early inthe HUSAHomecoming
bungle, HUSA President Harris
pointed out that "HUSA is not
a separate legal entity but a part
of the University... " Any irregularltles found will have to be
handled by the University, hesuggested.
Beyond the secondary question
of who would have to handle any
legal action that might ensue from
this mess, Harris' effort to duck
the true issue was a renunciation
of his role in student leadership.
For the last several years there
has been a meaningful demand by
students that students gain the
power to regulate activities and
be significantly involved in policy
mkaing that comes under student
affairs · This s t udent power has
from the beginning been the identical twin of student responsibility. Thus students and their
chosen representatives are responsi ble for clearly and completely getting to the bottom of
any. m~smanagement of student
activities and then the presentation of concrete and rational
recommendations to University

By Frantz Tagoe

legedly called the Party dishonest
and resigned from it at a time ~
when the House Un- American1'
Activities Qpmmittee was investigating the acth1tles of the
Party. But it is also a historical
fact documented by the Party
paper that months before Brother
Stokely broke his silence in
Guinea, his character has been
assassinated and his person
slandered by the then leade rship of the Party.
The crowning experience of
having Brother Huey denounce
Brother Stokely is a big blow
aimed at Black people everywhere. It is ve r y unbecoming
of a potential leader who should
inspire confidence and respect
in and expect reciprocity from
a people who are al ready confUsed by a vicious communica~
tion media of Uie magnitude of
the American mass media. Such
action by the leadership of the
Party lowers their guard against
law suits which apart from the
economic effects will further aggr avate a still contused situation. What every blackman who
calls
himself
revolutionary
should realize is that black people
are returning unto their own.
This is revolution. The blackman must make a return to
Africa through the three basic
stages and levels - spiritually,
mentally and physically. This is
the only way the African can
fulfill his revolutionary role in
the context of the general world
revolution. .
Although Brother Stokely may
characteristicallv not bother to
reply to these charges, I personally hold the view that it
is his duty to follow with f\lrther
analysis, the soccess's of his rerecent tour of the Americas which
has caused a mighty resurgence
in Pan-Africanism.
:

A question I would like answered is why he thinks "a group
of people from the North" cannot
help in the South. Sure, North~rners
have misconceptions
about the South; I found that a
lot of Southerners have misconceptions about the South also.
I was informed by some students
from the South that the people
would be apathetic; I found most
of them to be warm and hospitable.
I am sure Dwight realizes that

the results of the campaign were
predetermined. We anticipated
that Wallace would win, Our main
objective was to inform the Black
people of their chance at political power and to inform them
that the NDP A party was composed of Black candidates. So
to satisfy his imagining what
was accomplished, let me state
that this objective was. I we111ld
like to lmow how he ·
ld have
changed the results, ad he gone?
The students who ent to Alabama worked very ard. I know
this for a fact. It would have been
nice to receive a bright, cheerful welcome. Instead, when we
arrived after a 20-hour bus ride,
it was raining, The next day we
were bombarded with make-up
work. And to top that, the following day we were slandered
in this paper by a jive ass colored'
boy who was left in D. C.
Teri Taliaferro

Letters

•
•
&
t
L
p
t
h
me a n e r s
PC n- Af r I c a n I sm
r. Bertrand Harris.

hostility endangered the togethereness that was neetled to
help make the trip socially successf\11. He also accused the
means of selecting to be a farce.
He stated that the leaders chose
their friends, which he said he
had proof of, but did not express.
Because of his general attitude
at the meeting, I can understand
· why he was eliminated.

Back to Brother Huey and his
charges, one wonders how it could
have escaped the Minister of
Defence that in the same issue of
the Party paper on page 13 was
a cartoon bearing the caption "A
Brother ripped off a Brother
and left a pig laughing." Let's
ask ourselves: Do we really understand our own rhetoric? When
a brother deliberately attempts
to rip off another brother in such
vicious and inflamatory language,
he, whether knowingly or unknowingly, prepares the ground for
the physical rip off. We as a
people must learn from our history., We must find out the processes used by the forces that
militate
against
our total
enancipation from bondage. We
must analyze the process used
b4 these forces to lee and finally destroy the great Marcus Garvey.. We must investigate the
stages that these same forces,
under different guises went
through in order to crush the
i mmortal !'.lalcolm x first in
image and then later on physically. Black people everywhere have
a duty to put an end to this
self destruction and the destruction of our great vision the free
African.
This brings us to that portion
of the Minister of Defense's news
conference which attempted to
deal with the political philosophy
put forth by BrotherStokelyCarmichael (which was the cause
of the split between the Party
and the Brother). Brother Huey
glibl y dismisses Brother Stokely' s concept of Black Power and
likens it to that espoused by
Nixon which he defines as "Black
Capitalism". Of course Black
people know better than that.
If according to the Minister
(Continued on Page 9)

I

officials. In the present case
of this mess and not wash their
an administrator had to remind
hands of the matter by saying
the so- called student leaders of
at what point your individual
their responsibilities and put the
jobs are complete? . What was
matter back in their hands.
Harris' purpose in pointing out
For these student " leaders "
that his plan for Homecoming was
who came in ·as harbingers' of
overruled? Was he suggesting
student power, to quake and sugthat the only HUSA activities
gest, as Mr. Harris did, thatthis
that the HUSA President is resemotion packed problem, which
ponslble for are the ones that
essentially involves fellow stuhe personally prefers?
dents rests entirely with the UniFinally, both Harris and Sam
versity was an act of utter
attempted to blame the ineffeccowardice.
tiveness of their leadership on
Beyond the disappointment in
Senate members and "many stuseeing HUSA officers renounce
dents.' ' Are these two individany claim to leadership is the
uals suggesting that the students
disgraceful way in which they
and their elected representatives
tried to build a case against
are the obstacles because they
a fellow student on the basis of ' oppose the policies of the enrumors. Nothing was more distrenched few who have the titles
gusting than hearing so-callect
of 1eaders hip. . E ven Agn ew and
student leaders actually disNixon claim to represent a concussing rumors and gossip as a
stituency. When entrenched ofmeans of getting evidence that a
ficers become self- righteous,
fellow student hadstolenfromthe
they not only renounce leaderstudent body.
ship, but they also display a
The irony of this situation is
lack of simple good judgment.
that Joel Mungo is no angel.
By all appearances the element
But he's too smart to ever be
of leadership has gone out of
caught in anything by frightened
certain HUSA officers. And it
would-be leaders who would try
has been replaced by an effort
and impugn him on rumors.
of those officers to protect themThe renunciation of leadership
selves instead of protecting the
by two HUSA officershadanother
interests of the student body.
very disgusting aspect. TreasurIf these individuals are left in
er Sam Wallace, whom I had held
position~ to function
as HUSA
in high regard and personal releaders, then
their weak
spect, made a ridiculous effort
~orts
to protect themto protect himself and worry
selves 1nust be replaced by a
about "an attack on my personal
strong injection of courage and a
cr edibility."
return to the drive of students
Sam, why can't you understand
to be responsible for their own
that students simpl y want their
activities.
"leaders" to get to the bottom
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Members of 'Alabama 86 ' awa!t transfer to Selma.

, I 11Klade Ph oto

'Alabama 86' Says Thanks
The trip to Alabama was a
s ignificant event, not only in the
lives of those 86 students who
went, but also in the history
of Howard University, It was
valuable to the "Howard 86"
because the NDP A campaign af- -_
forded us an opportunity to gain
a working and practical education in something very political-personal communications. We '
observed and assimilated many
facts and impressions while rappint to brothers and sisters of all
ages, canvassing cities and backroads settelemtns, and attempting to deal with what was in
many areas, widespreadpolitical
disorganization.
In addlttC\n to providing a learn-

ing experience for those 86, the .
Alabama venture provided an opportunity for the bringing together of the University Community- -an entity too often and
too recently split intQ warring
factions over ideological and personal differences. D. c. resi'ients, businessmen, faculty, administration, counselors, other
University staff, and students all
contributed time and moneytQthe
effort.
The Black students for Political Power thank all of you
for your cooperation and participation. Don't let the unit
developed as a result of the
venture stop with Alabama. We've
got a nation to build.
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0 . What should I serve when the boys drop over ?
• A. The perfect beverage for moments of celebration
and good· te l lowship like this is Pabst Blue ·Ribbon
beer. Its good old-time flavor heirs break the ice
and get the party rol ling.

-------

1.

----------.
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Q. What's the oldest
brewery in Milwaukee?

.
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Q _ Who are these guys?

I

A . This is a group photo of our bowl1nq
team It was tak en in 1893 the year
Pabst won the Blue Ribbon as An1en
ca·s best beer. We still brew our beer
the old-tirne prerniun1 way .Our bovvling
tean1 hasn ·t changed much either

Ill

ara ra1
6.
0 . What'll you have ?
A . Pabst Blue Ribbon.because

it has something no other
beer has .. . good old-time
flavor. And if perchance we
have not covered everything you 've always wanted
to know about beer but
were afraid to ask ... quell
those fears . You'll find the
answers to all your questions inside an ice-cold
bottle or can
.... .... -,,,.,,.
of Pabst On
second
thought.
why not buy
a 6-pack?
It's our '
.. refresher"
course.

1

..

-

4.
•

~

•

•

0 . What are these .horses trying to pull ?
A. They're pulling' one day's production of Pabst beer. This often caused
traffic jams outside the brewery These tieups were the results of efforts
to supply the increasing demand for Pabst A demand that has remained
unquenched to the present day . ·

'

.-.

I

t

•

5.
a.

How IS Pabst
brewed ?·
A . 1. Choice hops
are gathered and
placed here . 86.
Then we mix in
only thE best
grains Z Then

the beer is allowed to brew slowly and naturally. 64. Look closely .
This is a secret process that gives Pabst its good old-time flavor .

.;:::- -
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PABS I BREWING
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By Betheye Powell

pleted, no money has been made
availabe for their placement.
According to Maxine Thomas,
Chalrman of the Mural Painting
Committee, the Administration
as a whole has displayed a negative attitude toward financing the
project. The committee's last
request for money from the Administration was to have been on
November 6. However, Miss
Thomas stated that virtually none
of the administrators showed up
for the meeting.
The members of the Mural
Painting
Commlttee; Gloria
Freeman, Herbert Jackson, Calvin Matthews, James Padge.tt,
William Blake, and Eugene Wade
(Eda), all art students, painted
the murals. The inltialmoneyfor
supplies and for the cost of
putting up the mural at Cramton came fl'om the Fine Arts
Student Council, the Art Department, and Dean Fax's office.
The major problem confronting the mural Committee now
is that it has produced the murals
but the administration has not
produced the finances.
Miss Thomas says President

Last spring with the intention
of visually depleting the Black
heritage, a group of Fine Arts
students decided to produce
murals to be situated at various
locations on the cam~us.
Recently the firs~ mural was
placed on the front viall of Cramton Auditorium. It is one of six
completed works, and dep!cts
Frederick Douglass, Malcdlm X,
Martin
Luther
King, Jr.,
Sojourner Truth, and Harriet
Tubman. The mural was painted
by Euguene Wade (Eda). He stated
that its purpose is "to honor
our Black heroes and to beautify
the Howard Universitv camuus. ~·
According to the Fine Art~
Mural Painting Committee, the
purpose of the murals is to relate
to the masses of Black people
"the Black experience; the murals are to give Black people a
sense of pride, respect, and
understanding of who they were
and what they are."
I! the Mural Painting Committee had its way, similar works
would be going up throughout the
campus. Although five more
works have already been com-

.. .

Guards

Comment

Carew

(Continued fro m Page 3)

(Continued from Page 6)

present ban on campus events.
Officer Robertson does not view
the ban as an answer to solving
the problems concerning the conduct at these events. Robertson
stated, "I have been on duty at
most of these events (where disturbances have occurred) but I
don't feel that banning concerts
is the ,answer. Students must
realize that they are only hurting
themselves when they destroy the
University's property which is
really their (the students') property."
Though a few of the guards
disagree with the ban, the majority of them support it. Their
over-all feelings are reflected in
the comments of Officer R. Jenkins when he said, "I agree with
the concert ban. Personally, I'm
tired of working at these events
when those attending them don't
know how to conduct~hem
selves."
The general attitude
ose
in authority was reflecte in e
comments of Lacy, "The band on
concerts and dances ls unfortunate but it is necessary before
someone gets killed."

Black people in the lower south
escaped the reality of white oppression. Therefore, true Blues,
should not be COJlSidered festive
by any means.
Oh w~ll, maybe next year we
will have a '3lack Blues event
on Campus which wlll be of
significant importance to all area
Blacks, both young and old. It
is unfortunate and disgracetul
that great Black Blues artists
would have to come to a Black
Campus and perform before a
predominantly white audience.
The only good thing to come
out of this Blues event besides
great Blues sounds was a worthwhile motto; how about, "Topper
Carew and Hippies too."

D.C . . Proiect
Any student wishing to apply
for participation in the Washington, D.C. Project or who ls
seeking further information, contact:
Gary Ayers, HUSA Office
Room 324 Student Center
Phone: 387-7279 or 797- 6100,
ext. 761.

Somewhere between
the innocent girl and
the not so innocent
mistress is the bizarre . ...~'· : : ~. ,•.. ~- .

sensuous story of
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"'TRIST,;NA' is superb! Bravo,
Hunuel ! It tells a 11tory of
'tremendoui; e\'t>rpre11ent
1exua I•"t y.' .. _.,...,..,._,c ··•• "'.... •·-1c ,...,..

"Certain to be mentioned for
foreign-language honors!
Magically dirttted and
beautifully photographed! ·: .....'4

A l olm hy LUIS BUN U! L St ar.,nq C ATHE.R INE OENEL:VE • FRANC O NE RO on "TRIS TANA"
W i th ~ERN1'N00 REY and LO LA G AO S • W roltcn and Q.,e•.lcd by LUIS 8UN UEL •An ltaloan
h enrh Spon••h Co ·produr.tH)n s~•p n . ~ C•nc m• tograloca >' I - Rome/Le• Fotm~ C orona.
N•ntcrre Epnc• F.tm S A - Taha f olm S A. M ad rod • A Foobrs Film Ltd United Conewortd
Corp . Prese nt 1t1on O•st .,buted hy Ma •on Films L1m1ted • EASTMANCO LOR ;'@
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We've been Blue too long
By Isaac Hargrove

There is no human endeavor
whose genisis and development
is not directly founded in concomittant social, economical,
philosophical and political conditions. The arts included, for
they reflect more than individual conceptions. The individual,
being ultimately shaped by soc- ·
iety reflects in its every utterance and motion some condition
of that society.
So it is that the reputed musical
genius, Beethoven, whose flagrant eccentricity has been romanticized
and universalized
throughout the course of European imperialistic escapades, is
nevertheless an agent of that
social-philosophical construct in
which he lived and created. Napolean, whose men in 1798 blasted

(Continued from Page 6)

'· .

Mural at Cramton pays tribute to Black heroes
Angalde Photo
Brown commissioned a white
artist to do the sculpture relief
anr IC a n I S m
that ls now on the front of the
(Co9tinued from Page 7)
building. Miss Thomas said that
the mural pictures human
then can he charge him of preachanatomy.
ing Black capitalism, which, if
The four remaining murals
it every should be thought posare to be placed on Ira Aldridge
sible, should necessarily deal
Theater, the Fine Arts Building,
with economics.
the Law School, and in Founders .
This cbarge of Black capitalLibrary. The art construct is to
ism, to tell the truth is dishonesty
be located on main campus. When
in its crudest form and without
they will be placed in their perbothering to reiterate the definlspective locations remains in
Uon that has been given so many
doubt. The murals have been
times by Brother Carmichael
tentatively approved, but .no one
one can safely conclude that
has given the go ahead for the
Brother Stokely was right in alnecessary construction.
leged pointing to the dishonesty
The Mural Painting c'ommitthat was becoming rife in the
t~e hopes that the Art DepartParty at the time of his resignament will set up a new course
tion • . Frankly speaking Brother
to be called social or wall paintHuey has either lost or delibering. The student projects will be
ateiy abandoned his correct
to go into the community and do · ideological direction possibly as
actual wall painting and murals.
a consequence of the three years
Brother Carmichael says the
he spent in the man's syst~m.
question is not economic, how
(Continued next week.)

Survival motion

Vanguard

TR/STANA ".i ·
•

'

Cheek, Dean Fax, Dr. Reason,
and Dr. Anderson support the
committee but they are only
a small part of the administration.
The contractors estimate the
total cost of putting up the four .
remaining murals and the on·e
six-sided three story high art
'construct to be $5000. Miss
Thomas said that the committee
had requested funds fl'om HUSA,
but the HUSA Budget Committee
reported that all of HUS A's money
has been allocated.
In general the members of the
Mural Painting Comn1ittee have
become frustrated and disgusted
because the committee has utilized some of the talent on Howard's campus to create "educational and relevant" works
of art to beautify the campus and
five of the six completed works
remain in the mural painting
room of the Fine Arts Building.
Two of the artists commented
that it is harder work trying to
get money than it was to paint
the murals.
"The mural Committee may
be forced to turn to white foundations to put Black murals on a
Black campus," Miss Thomas
stated. She added that she feels
that the cause will be defeated
if the students had to go to
outside sources for the money.
"I would rather sell them to the
Black community, " she declared.
According to Miss Thomas,
after the faculty rejected the
mural for Locke Hall saying it
was "obscene", Dr. Vincent

to honor Black freedom fighters,
quite naturally Howard would do
so, but .they haven't and they
won't, so here we be, 'worshipping false gods in a strange
land' while the University (which
is itself named to honor a U.S.
general who nearly wiped out
the Nex. Perces Indians) instigates and perpetuates our blasphemy.
Maybe the problem is that we
can't decide which people to select to honor from the ever
growing llst of martyrs and
heroes. Yet, the U.S. government has no trouble in deciding
which of its heroes we should
honor and we have no trouble
in accepting and abiding by its
decision - so why should we have
such a hassle over our own
heroes?
To avoid having to make that
decision we could set aside a
date of some slgniticance in the
struggle for the liberatton of
African people (such as the birth
date of Anna Nzinga, who waged
a fierce battle of resistance
against the intrusion of Portugues slavers in the Congo in
the 17th century) and honor all
our warriors on that day.
The day could be an international observance for all African people to honor all those who
have fought anywhere in the world
for Atrican liberation. It would
symbolically illustrate the oneness of African people and their
struggle.

away the face of the Egyptian
sptnx of Gizeh because of their
distaste for its "Negroid" looks,
embodied the spirit of the developing European "nationalist
fanaticism" and the emerging
industrialist - imperialist based
aristocracy.
Bach, Brahms,
Chopin, Wagner and like figments of European 'universality'
are generally familiar names not
so much due to the weight of
their characters or the merits
of their creations, as on the
weight and position which Europe
occupied in world atfairs. As
Europe imposed itself econom- .lcally, culturally and militarily
on the world, its artists, the
Shakespeares, Bachs, Brah.JTIS
and Wagners espoused in the
abstract the grandeur of that imposition to the aristocrats ·and
other lesser beneficiaries (often
. including the co-opted colonized)
of that imposition. The white or
the white- minded critic
and
music lover who is forever drawing parallels between today's
music and that of the 17th
through 19th century Europe and
evaluating the former in t~rms
of the latter, ls in effect actively supporting the "justness"
of the European mind and condition (imperialist'- colonialist,
racist, genocidal•••• )
Black music is similarly related to that social, philo~ophical,
construct in which it exists.
The
Blues
grew out of
a particular life philosophy, out
of a particular soclal and economic construct. The blues is
a knowledge of deprava~QP and

Gripe
(Continued from Page 6)

• be called a "Facsimile" I think
this is pretty close to the "Original Thing." "You Devil You."
(This reply was submitted by Mr.
Joseph M. Stewart, Director of
Food Services.)
GRIPE's Comments: It must be
noted that it is the hope of this
column that any further re:..
sponses from this department
will be taken more seriously
(without the unnecessary humor
and irrelevant rhetoric) and .
straight to the point. Needless to
say, Mr. Stewart seems to be
inferring that Howard's eating
facilities would be rated by the
Health Department as above "D"
but GRIPE wonders whether we
can indeed assume such an idea!

Af •

•

perpetual hurt and loneliness.
Black people know depravatlon.
Black people know perpetual hurt
and lonllness. Black people are
Blues. Blues have been and continue to be an intrinsic part of
Black people. Black people don't
need to 'remember' the Blues.
We are the Blues. Unfortunately,
somewhere in history we lost
(with a little assistance' from the
white boy) and we created the
Blues, perhaps as a sort of
metaphysical compensation. And ,
while singing the Blues, we're
fl'ee in images of fr.eedom, and
motions of sounds of feeling lift
briefly our weighted spirits. If
the Blues will maintain us, if
the Blues accurately renect our
condition, our life philosophy; if
we are not growingawayfromthe
'Blues', then we must continue
to sing the Blues.
Listen to ~files. Is Miles Blue?
Miles is an idea. Tony Williams
is an idea. Jim! Hendrix is an
idea. An idea and a concept.ion
of Black people's situation. An
idea of a remedy. Ralph Ellison
is an idea. Roy Wilkins ls an
idea. Ba:;ard Rustin is an idea.
Integrate, inteJi'marr~d disappear. Miles Davis~T_o~y Williams, MJQ, "Third Stream
Jazz" are manifestations of
operation integration. In modern
Jazz the "negro transcendstheir
original sltuation ••• arriving at a
point inaccessable to Harlem ...
the music of these negroes•••in
a very real sense, is integrated
(by white boy Robert Levin)." ·
Miles - lntegratea drives Lombourginl's. Tony prefers the
white boy's concept of bass and • ·
guitar playing. Miles is rainbow
power. The "Bitches Brew" 1s
a bleaching cream.~Ues 1s a
chameleon. Mlles is very Blue.
Brew on Mlles, brew on.
The Blues 1s a situation and
a reaction. The Blues as such is
not a phenomenon of the late 19th
.century, nor of the early 17th·
century. The Blues as a condition and as a response of Black
· people dates from the invasion
of Egypt by Alexander the Great
White faggot, al\d the subsequent
theft of Egypt's treasures, inven. tions and philosophy by Aristotle
and the other looters. · We have
2,300 years of 'Blues Tradition.'
Enough tradition! Enough blues!
We've had enough lament, enough
of illusory escape. We should
be through with the Blues; through
with the Blues condition; througl)
with the Blues response. A reclamation of the real and the
tangible, and the power is in
order. It's past due. Our music
should be in reds, in Blacks,
and in greens.

..

•
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Howard ·crushes Li-vingstone
By Mill ard A rn old

•

Howard played like a team
possessed for most of the first
half, and then was almost posseed in the second, with the
defense playing ball control, but
:he Bison hung on to win its
sixth game of the season and
1ourth straight, blanking Livings tone, 17-0, yesterday before
6,586 fans in Howard Stadium.
The Biso11 looked like wifebeaters for most of the first
half, as the Howard defense completely stymied the Livingstone
attack, limiting the visitors to
89 yards in total offense, while
rolli.ni: up 179 itself, most coming from Warren Cr:iddocks, who
11.lshed for 102 yards.
The defense wns also instrumental in the first Bison score,
J. 14-yard strike from quarterback J ames Bryant to wide receiver Robert Butler. Livingstone, with a first- a.nd-10 situation on its own 30, round up
with a fourth and 32 from the
eight as the Bison defense was
aesome.
Chester Eubanks, the Blue
Bears' punter, was chased out
of the backfield, picking up six
yards, but not nearly enough
for the firstdown, as Howard
took over on the 14. On the
first play, Bryant hit Butler, who
spun :iround a defender and r aced
in for the touchdown.
Livingstone, playing without
starting quarterback Allen Hilton, went with lefthanded sophomore William Yates, and he led
the Bears 45 yards to the Howard 26, from where Joseph
.Henderson was wide right with
. :i fiel d- goat atten1pt.
The Bison came right back,
driv~g 80 yards in 10 plays,

Wilbur Brown hidden behind Livingstone ball carrier and Ron Mabra
combine to stop Blue Bears late in the fourth quarter.
the big one in the drive a 28yard run by Craddocks, before
'Nillie Harrell skirted left end
from four yards out for the
score.
Howard added a field goal midway the second period, as Ronald
Bell nailed one home from 22
yards out. and the Bison was
up 17-0. It was to remain that
way the r est of the game, as
an aroused Livingstone team was
to get inside the Bison 25- yard
line on four different occasions
but failed to score.
Led by mlddle-guard Bobby

King Kong, Howard stopped the

Bears on a fourth-and - goal situation from the four in the opening minutes of the second half,
and then, near the end of the
game, stopped a fourth and one .
from the two. Kong was credited
with 16 tackles.
Now 6- 2 for the . year, Howard closes out the sea.son Saturday in Atlanta against Morehouse College. For Livingstone,
it was a fourth straight loss>
dropping its record to 2- 5.

STATISTICS
F irs t downs . .
Rus i'fng y3rdage
P assing ya rdage
Passes . . . .

Livingstone Howard
1•
14
162
209
94
26
10·22·2
3· 6·0

1-2~

4.ii

Penalt ilts
. .
Fumbles lost .

107
1

70
1

uv:ngstone

0

~~~~, y~rdage

.. .

0

0

0-

0

Howard
• .
7 10 0 0-11
•Howard-Buller (1 4, pass from Brya nt );
Bell ( k ick ).
koward-Harrcll ( J , run>; Bell (kick).
Howard-Brll ( 22 lield goa l).

Attendance- 6,586.

~Jf 1ettin.;Jf/,!£'1£1f(f1Aff;(lfl.£
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"We the undersigned support
the Howard Unive r sity Cheerleaders in their effort to secure
a proper and appropriate place
to pr actice. We realize that unless this request is fulfilled they
can not and will not be able to
cheer," stated the petition that
cir culated Howard's campus on,
Oct. 30 and Nov. 2.
During the football season the
cheerleader s were given the
space between the Lobby doors
of the Men's Gym; but last week,
on returning to the Gym they
were told they could not practice in that area, nor in any of
the handball courts, nor in any
space in the Men's Gym (of
course many excuses wei:e provided).
This led to the immediate concern for an approriate practicing
area ,and the petition that was
presented to the Excutive Ass. to
the President, Mr. Owen Nichols
who gave promising remarks and
a listening ear.
After several years of hustle
and bustle as to wher e the cheerleaders should practice Brenda
Jenkins, captain of the cheer·leaders states, "We are tired
of being unwanted' and overlooked. Going on four years now
and perhaps even before that
the cheerleaders were stuck
in any little place to practice.
During these years the cheer-.
leaders have practiced outdoors
in front of the Men's Gymnasium,
on the Gym floors (every once
in awhile) in the handball courts,
lounges, lobbies and hallways.
1!l most of these places there
is insufficient space to maneuver
or the floors are dangerous for

•

. tContinued on Page 11)

THE FAMILY STONE
I

. Cheerleaders
''overlooked''

f

•
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Behind the goal

Howar d's unbeaten soccer
team begins a long and arduous
trek towards winning the mecca
of soccer supremacy in the nation when it meets Maryland University for the second time this
season at Howard Stadium in its
first 'do-or-die' play-off game.
The match is scheduled to start
at 2 p.m. on Monday.
It is now a decade since
a soccer championsnip trophy
has come to rest at the Howard
gymnasium. This was last done
in 1960 when Howard playing in
t he National Athletic Inter-collegiate Association (N A I A)
br ought home the first national
championship ever in the history
of Howard.
Since the N AIA has given way
to the NCAA, the Boofers have
been unsuccessful in their bid

to caputure the new title. However, they reached the playoffs
in 1962 and 1964 only to be
defeated by Michigan State and
Navy respectively.
To qualify for the NCAA playoffs, as Howard has done again
this year, is not as difficult
as winning the Nationals Championship. The reason for this is
that the NCAA- officials · have
bracketed the soccer playing col·leges ·throughout the nation into
six areas ranging from the
Atlantic Coast Conference to the
Southern Conference in which
Howard plays. At the end of the
regular season, the four best
teams in each area move on to
the playoffs.
Surprising as it may seem,
Howard failed to score the most
points in the Southern Conference
Division but has qualUied together with Maryland University,
The University of South Florid:
and Navy to partake in the playoffs.
While Howard confronts the
Terps who captured the 1968
NCAA title , Navy, the leading
team of the division, will be
pivoted against South Florida,
another well-balanced team. The
victors of these two games will
clash to determine the Southern
Conference champion. The conference winner w111 then enterthe
quarter finals.

Scoreboard
HOWARD1 7

L ivingst one 0

Norfolk St. O
Hampton 7
Shaw 13
Fayettev1lle 14

•

b y L eroy Las i,l ey

BY LEROY LASHLEY
The Monday contest between
the Terps and the Booters is
a game • that sports analysts
would term too close to call.
And with Alvin Henderson still
on the injured list, and very
doubtful for the game, and with
Douglas Jones s till to find his
form the game appears even
closer.
However, the Booters who
failed to provide Coach Chambers with a victory gift for his
70th birthday last Saturday may
present him with a belated
bouquet on Monday.

Cheerleaders
(Continued from Page I 0)
stunts. We feel to uphold the
cheer ing standards that was met
last year during Basketball.season, we must have a gymnasium
floor with a center circle and
foul lines; since a gymnasium
floor is the place wher e all our
cheering will be done. '.'
Stronger viewpoints are taken
by
"Nelcenia Hamilton who
sounds off by s tting, "Practice
makes perfect --But the question
is How can one be perfect lf he
does not practice- and how can
one practice lf he has no where
to practice- Vive Les cheerleaders- Find us a place so that
we may continue to strive on to
perfection". ,
States Deborah Dawkins, anew
member, "since we are women
of Howard, we should have access to the Woman's Gym which
is not in use during the evening
hours•. ,

The Mexicans call it - "la
locura." "La locura" means a
mixture of madness and folly.
Add to that rough play, a tense,
boisterous crowd, and there is
a feeble description of the
psychedelic atmosphere that pre.;..
vailed at last Saturday's 0-0
game between Howard and Davis
Elkins Universities at Howard St adium.
Under
normal conditions,
soccer seems to breed far more
emotion than any other team
sport, but when two contenders
are battling for divisional awards
the emotion is almost uncontrollable. The height of excitement
resulted in the ejection of Howard defender, Ronald Daly, for
attacking an opposing forward
early in t he third quarter.
The game began at a rapid
pace with Howard having slightly
goal than the opponents. But in
the middle of the first quarter
disaster struck. Alvin Henderson, Howard's leading scorer,
collided with a Davis Elkins'
defender and was . accidently
kicked on his ankle which was
severly sprained. He was replaced by left winger, Trevor
Mitchell.
In the second quarter, with
Herderson unable to continue,
Davis Elkins' players abandoned
their defensive tactics and began
to test the Howard defense, but
found defenders Winston (Rick)
Yallery-Arthur, Desmond Alfred
and Ronald Daly playing a tough
game.

Then came the third quarter 1n
which there was an apparent
foul play by one of the El.kins'
forwards against YalleryArthur, but the referee failed to
recognize the infringement. It
was here that Daly scuffled with
the forward , and was pulled out
of the contest by the referee.
In the fourth quarter, midfielder Carl Fraser brought a
sign from the crowd when he
booted the ball into a seemingly
open goal only to see a Davis
Elkins' defender appeared out of
nowher e to kick it out.

Soccer finals
The Howar d University Soccer
team will play the University of
Maryland in the NCAA Quarter
Finals Soccer Championship.
Monday November 16, at 2:00
p.m. on the Howard University
campus.
Admission: $1.00 student
$2.00 general public

sponsor us and consequently provide us an appropriate place to
practice. It's about timt~ we be
recognized as an activitv rather
than a club," states Betteye
Powell.
The cheerleaders are now awaiting results from their peti-

tion and their visit with 1\1.r.
Nichols to determine which
course they will take, what ever
the outcome the cheerleaders
have stated they will not take
excuses and with the aid of the
student body they will fight for
what they deserve.

~

r

,

..

During the period of extra time,
the Elkins' team concentrated on
defense and gained the honor of
holding Howard to its first shut
out this season. Keith Aqui, Howard's second top scorer, and
Donald Simmons tried to prevent
this, but were contained by the
QPposing defense.
The Boaters, who finished the
regular season with a 9- 0-1 record, outshot Davis Elkins 12- 8.

One college does more ,
than broa<len horizonssIt
sails to them, and beyond. .,

TOMORROW
HOWARD at Morehouse
•
Delaware St. at Md. East-Shore
Norfolk St. at Grambling
Virginia St. at N. Carolina A&T
Hampton at Tuskegee
Fayetteville at J. c. Smith
Shaw at Winston-Salem
Elizabeth City at Livingstone
N. Carolina Cenat Virgllaa Union

Page 11

looters tie Elkins 0-0

"l feel that since we function
a solely at athletic activities that
the Athletic Department should

N. Carolina A&T 6
N. Carolina Cen 34

Elizabeth City 19
J.C. Smith 55
Virginia st. 21
St. Paul's 26
Virginia Union 28
Winston-Salem 31

•
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Now there· s a way for you to
!Iii.
\ '
1
k.now the world around you
;
~ . . ~~r~~ ·.. , ,,.~fl~
f 1r.st-hand ..A way to see th e
· ..:~~:.~-::·!:"· .... ~ . '· .
«
i1
things you ve read
;~\~i""''!'
!jla.·-.' l'· .••, ~~~_.~.,,,
,
~~
a b out . an d stu d y
-~~=~
as you go . The
i:>:wr .,.,. :, "'~> .
way 1sa col lege
. ~'ftf' '
,'<'
that uses the
· v,
Parthenon as a
classroom for
a lecture on Gree e. and i 11 ustrates
and Fa ll ·71 semesters . Spring
Hong Kong 's flo ting soci~ties
semesters circle the world from
with a·ride on ah fbor sampan .
Los Angeles , stopping in Asia and
Chapman College ·s World
A f rica and endin;g ir:i New York.
Campus Af Ioat enrol ls two groups
Fa 11 semesters depart New York
of 500 students every year and
for port stops ,i n Europe. Africa
opens up the world for them . Your
and Latin A111er ica . end ing in
campus is the s. s. Ryndam.
Lo s An~les .
equipped w ith modern ed ucationa l
Th e orl d i s t here. Th e way to
fac i li t ies and a f ine fac ulty . You
show it t inq uiring mind s is there
..
have a cp mplete study cu rri cu lum
And financ ial aid prograrris are
as you go . A nd earn a full ythere. too . Send for our ca ta log
.:i ccred i ted semester while at.sea .
w th the coupon below.
Chapman Co ll ege i s now
s. s. Ryndam is o f Netherland s
accept ing enro ll ments for Spr ing
reg istry .
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • •
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Sharks

•
swim

tomorrow
'

by Gary Miller

After five difficult and frust rating weeks of preparing the
human body for the 1970- 71 swtm
season, the Howard Sharks will
have their first taste of competition on Saturday, November 14,
1970, in the Annual Monmouth
Relays, at M:>mouth College in
Longbranch, New Jersey.
Each year, the swim meet attracts more and more colleges
and universities. In the past,
Howard has fought very hard
to remain in the top six and
will have to swim even harder
this year since there will be a
larger turn-out of schools with
excellent swim ming teams.
The meet will consist of ten
relay events. Two of these events
wlll be reserved for those teams
with women swimmers. The women will compete in the 200
yard freestyle relay and the 200
yard medley relay. These two
events will not count towards
p<1>ints for the team.s that they
represent, but awar ds will be
given from places one thru s ix.
The m:-tjority of the events
are only used for r elay carnivals like Monmouth. The only
relay that is used on the college
in regular ~:wim ming 1neets is
the 400 yarcr- fr eestyle rela) .
.\11 the other events are spr int
r aces, and relay team members
must h~vr J sufficient amount
of endurance and technique to win
their r ace::;. Coach Gar rison has

..

designed the majority of his
workouts to equip the Howard
swimmer with these main ingredients.
The team members are very
confident that they will show
their best form and swim spirit
for this meet, even though Monmouth and other schools competing have more depth than the
Sharks. Howard is expected to
give strong competition for first
place in the 200 yd. freestyle
relay, the 200 yd. medley relay,
the 200 yd. butterfly-breaststroke relay, and the 400 yd.
freestyle relay.
The l'vlonmuth Relays is not a
CIAA swim meet, but it is of
great value revives the competitive swimming spirit that has
been in hibernation for eight and
one half months . There is no
doubt in the mtnds of Coach Garrison and Captain Gar y Mille r,
that the sharks will upset many
of the tea ms the r e and return
with many awa rds.
•

'
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Gym

•
•

~ Director of Student Selection. Services
~ Chapman College. OranQe. Calif. 92666

••
•

•
•
•
•

Please send information about your program :

•

•

•

Mr.

•
•

Miss
Mrs.

••

I am in te re ste d in Q Fall
Student ' s

•
•
•

C

l~ame

Check out Howard's Cymn:istics
Club. Contact: Debbie King (7'J72253) or Coach Jor.nson (7971-113). Exper ience not necessar•.
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Michael A. Nixon Junior-Liberal
Arts
I

Mari e Ashby Sophomore-Fine
Arts
·, hey 're fine as far as unity
. nong themselves but they 're
1ot doing much to unite the
'vllole campus.

_ I think the question is invalid
because there are no Greeks on
campus really , it's just a Greek
lettered organization ..It could have
'
'
a Swahili l~ttered organization, it
wouldn't be a Swahili thing. It's
just the title to the organization .
I

What do

..

ou think of the Greeks?
Irving Webb Freshman-Liberal
Arts
·
I think the Greeks would be
good ori campus if they were
relevant to the Black community
and the struggle of Black people,
but if they don' t have anything
to do with the struggle of Black
people then they ought to be
banned from campus .

•
By Fetisha
•

....

\
Juanita l:.dwacb Sophomore-Fine
Art ~

I think 1t \ a whole lot of
unneces.cmry c;hit just to c;ay that
they "re '3 Greek I t hink the
" ·hole concept i" irrelevant a}1d
ou tdated.

,

•

.

Deborah Brewington Sophomore Liberal Arts
I think it's a bunch of bull shit.

-I
l

·'I

Wi If iam
Arts

I

Phillips Junior-liberal
.
fh e Greeks, about thirt y .years
ago "'ere a very hip organi zation
but now the\. don't realh seem
to be doing so much for the
proble1ns of Black people or at
lea:o. t they are not n1aking it
known \.\hat they are doing.
•

-

Fay T~n1as Sopho
of Nu r5.i1
The Gree s are ok ~ ith 1ne. I
don ' t see why e~rybody'~
critici1ing them thou~ .

•

Maxine Jones Senior-Fine Arts
I feel that Greek organizations
are fine as long as they don' t put
you through a lot of hell during
pledging season .

Russell Gardener Sophomore Liberal Arts

•

I don't know about the Greeks
individually but as a whole they
could use their time better than
dancin' and jumpin' around ·and
actin' stupid on Friday

aftemoom.

..

Patricia Spencer Sophomore
Liberal Arts
To each his own.

